




group reports out on the main discussion board; the 

reporters discuss their responses with one another 

while the rest of the students “watch” and “listen in” 

– thus, the “fishbowl”.

7. Provide sufficient time for readings.  

8. Use rubrics for evaluating and grading online 

discussions and course assignments.  (You can do a 

Google search for sample rubrics.)

9. Utilize Universal Instructional Design 

(UID) principles, providing equitable access for all 

students.  For example, use and require a readable, 

user-friendly font (at least 14 pt. sans serif, high 

contrast) for all print; post syllabus online prior to 

the beginning of class; post outlines for each session 

prior to that session; post assignment rubrics prior to 

the assignment date; post chapter outlines, readings, 

Power Point presentations, book critiques, articles, etc. 

online allowing access for all students.  Continually 

ask yourself, “Is my class UID friendly?”

10. Remember to evaluate your class.  If your 

department does not have online evaluation forms, you 

will need to send hard copies in the mail and hope that 

the students return them. 

And, last but not least, ask instructors who have taught 

online courses for their Lessons Learned.  There is a 

wealth of knowledge waiting to be shared.

As the web continues to evolve, we’re seeing a whole 

new group of applications lumped under the term 

“Web 2.0.” I use the term to refer to easy-to-use 

technologies that are focused on helping the average 

user create or organize content. If you’re sharing 

photographs online, or posting customer reviews 

on Amazon, you’re already using some of these 

technologies. Your students are definitely using them 

in the social networking sites Facebook and MySpace.  

In this column, I’ll identify some of these new Web 

2.0 technologies that might be useful in your teaching. 

I’ll be exploring specific Web 2.0 technologies in more 

depth in upcoming columns and in our new monthly 

electronic newsletter. 

The Tool: Ajax Write  

Purpose: Ajax Write is a free online word processor 

that lets you create new files that you can save in 

the  document (.doc) rich text (.rtf) or pdf format.  It 

will also open and edit files from most standard word 

processing programs, including Word Perfect and 

Microsoft Works. Since it’s web based, Ajax Write 

works with both Macintosh, and Windows, but only 



with the Firefox browser. 

Why I Like It: There are many more complicated 

online word processors out there, but I love Ajax 

because it doesn’t require registration and there’s 

nothing to install on your computer. I haven’t tested 

this, but the developers also say it will work on a dial-

up connection. 

Teaching Application: Try it when a student sends 

you a Word Perfect or Works file that you can’t open, 

or when you’d like to create a pdf file, but don’t have 

Adobe Acrobat. 

How to Access It: Go to http://www.ajax13.com/en/

ajaxwrite/, and click on US Launch. 

The Tool: Connotea

Purpose: Connotea is an online citation reference 

manager. You can keep your citations private, share 

them with a group, or set up a list that a group can 

construct together.  

Why I Like It: Again, there are more complicated 

and sophisticated programs, I choose Connotea for 

simplicity and ease of use. 

Teaching Application: Connotea would be useful in 

the classroom to construct a group bibliography or to 










